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Abstract 

Here is a view about how the laborer is an asset or liability of the 

organization.It is surprised by how different managers view the commodity 

called ‘labors. In most organization, the perspective is that a labor is an 

expanses .It is a handled on the financial statement as a expanse. In the most 

cases labors is the highest monthly expanse for a operation. It is the payment 

made in order to secure the resources needed to create the product or services 

sold by the origination. The profitability of the operation is directly impacted 

that by how many worker there are, so all kinds of techniques are used to keep 

this variable and a tight control. you want to have exactly the right number of 

people on the roster, so the perhaps you utilize temporary workers during peak 

times to mitigate overtime you need to be careful because you still have to train 

the temporary workers so there are no safety issues or quality lapses. In the 

significant minority are organizations who view employees not as expense items 

but as assets. Sure, most companies have a value on the plaque in the lobby that 

states, people are our most important assets, but the managers daily actions 

rowel the hypocrisy of that platitude. If people were the most important asset, 

then during times of low demand the managers would be selling inventory or 

building and training the labors for future service. Instead, you inevitably see 

lay off or at least furloughs be control labor expenses in slack time.   

Key words: labor- assets/liabilities- financial statement- overtime employees-

profitability techniques. 

INTRODUCTION  

Labor can create asset and liabilities. For example, in circumstances 

you can capitalize the value of an labours work, especially if it results in a patent 

or other legal claim accrued but unpaid wages are a current liability. 

              Only a slave could be an asset, because you have to own assets to put 

them on the balance sheet. Here, company’s work force constitute an intangible 

asset and that such assets   ‘Are worth far more to many companies than their 
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tangible assets’. If your business has talented employees, your might well agree 

with this assessment but you can’t list the value of those talent as an asset on 

your balance sheet. It was some of the workers who working for the 

organization are most of the time was actually a liability. In one way, it is 

possible to consider labour a liability, in the sense that it represent expanses. 

Just as a company must pay for electricity, information technology and other 

expenses of running a business, so a company also must pay wages and benefit 

to its labour. Once a balance sheet, therefore labors might appear as a liability. 

OBJECTIVES 

1. Ensure Security of Workers 

         The involves continued employment of workers prevent retrenchment, lay   

          off or lock-outs. Restrict application of ‘fire’ or dismissal or discharge and  

         VRS. 

2. Obtain Better Economic Returns 

          This involves wages hike at periodic intervals, bonus at hire rate, other  

          admissible allowance subsidize canteen and transport facilities 

3. Secure Power Influence Management 

        This involves workers participation in management, decision making, role  

         of union in policy decision workers, and staff member  

4.  Secure Power Influence Government  

        This involves influence on government to pass labor legislation which  

        improve working condition safety welfare security and retirement and  

        benefits of workers and their dependents seek redressed of grievances when  

        needed  

Significant of Asset or Liability  

This means talking with employees instead of to them, considering 

their feelings in situations that may be presented as learning opportunities for 

development, being a good role model yourself, understanding when you may 

have failed as a trainer/manager, to name a few. Recently a newly hired 

employee asked his supervisor a question at 7:45 a.m. about the job that they 

were going to be working on that day. The supervisor in a rather nasty tone, 

utilizing a few curse words to emphasize his meaning, stated that he would not 

answer any questions until 8:00 a.m., the start of the work day. In this instance 

the company’s turnover rate was directly impacted by the inappropriate actions 

of the supervisor. 

.        I recently heard of a situation where an out-of-town customer was upset 

because his project was not getting completed in the time frame that the owner 

had promised. One day, the customer asked if the employees would stay beyond 
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their normal end time of 4:30 p.m. to complete the project, as he had family 

coming to his home the following day.  

Limitation of  Potential Liability. 

Not-for-profit organizations are involved in a wide range of activities, 

many of which expose the organization, its directors, officers, volunteers, and 

employees to potential liability because of their acts or omissions.  Although the 

purpose of not-for-profit organizations is to serve the public interest, these 

organizations, their directors, officers, volunteers, and employees may cause 

harm to others and are thus susceptible to typical tort claims, as well as claims 

such as wrongful employment practices and membership discrimination, among 

others. 

Many courts have applied the traditional doctrine of respondent 

superior in actions against a not-for-profit organization 

SUGGESTION  

According to the current scenario labor is considered as both the asset 

and liability of the organization because it depends upon the growth and 

profitability of the organization. 

CONCLUSION  

As per the study we conclude that labour is considered as the asset of 

an organization because it is a source or an resource of an organization always 

contribute for the development upliftment of the particular concern the more the 

workers the more the profit of the organization   
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